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 I love the tradition of a crow movie, and I want to see every variation, but this list is crazy. Are the crow zero movies really zero? I know there are some decent ones, but how many do we have? I can't tell by looking at the count, so I'm asking for opinions from the community. Every Zero Crow movie has 4 heroes, one with black, blue, red or yellow eyes. Those heroes can be brothers, fathers, sons
and/or pets. Zero Crow seems to have the most crows among the crow zero movies. Crows are not required, but if there is more than one crow there is no reason to leave them out, as long as they are not too many. More crows are a plus and are added after the first crow, but they are not a requirement. Click to expand... The explanation I received from Susan in BRC was the following. We have so far
33 Crow Zero movies. (plus 4 stories that have crows)... so 33+4=37. There were supposedly a total of 25 Crow Zero movies (plus 12 stories with crows), but Susan wasn't sure how many she and Kevin had verified to be true.... The explanations I received from Susan in BRC were the following. We have so far 33 Crow Zero movies. (plus 4 stories that have crows)... so 33+4=37. Seweryn and I agree
that this list is pretty long. However, I don't think that all of the films which contain zero crows were reviewed. I think that all of the films have zero crows unless they have more than one crow. It was a very loose criterion so if we miss some with the number of crows, please feel free to add them. This should be a fun project and I hope you will be as diligent in checking the movies as we 82157476af
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